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Highlights: Public Funding is on fire

One of EU H2020 flagships: HUMAN BRAIN is related +info
FET call (PROACT-02) launched in 2018 by EC to support this community

DARPA SyNAPSE Project in 2013-15, an attempt to build a new kind of computer with similar 
form and function to the mammalian brain. Such artificial brains would be used to build 
robots whose intelligence matches that of mice and cats. +info
Effort is continued by AFRL world’s largest neuromorphic digital synaptic supercomputer, 
using IBM’s TrueNorth tech in 2018 +info

New DARPA solicitation for Microscale Biomimetic Robust AI Networks (Micro-BRAIN)
project in 2019 +info

Evolution of very small flying insects to improve AI: 
• Reduced training times
• Improved computational efficiency
• Low power consumption

The face of promising research: U Machester (UK) 
SpiNNaker project +info
Alexander Serb, Steve Furber

vv Other leading research org in EU: ETH Zurich (HC), CEA (FR)

Important participation of industry: Intel, Brainchip, IBM 
(TrueNorth) ,Qualcomm, Samsung, HP, SK Hynix

Research out of EU: U Michigan, Stanford U, U Pittsburgh, MIT 
(Brain-on-chip) hardware 

Futuristic Scenarios

Cybernetic fuse with AIs
Acquisition of “super powers”: mimics of the animal kingdom 
(low power, reduced learning), and seamless integration with 
machines (ubiquitous communication, “telepathy”, AR, “back 
up of memories”, and other perceived super powers).

GOAL: Converting ultra-high performance, low-power neuro-inspired systems 
into a reality. When energy is more important than complexity.

https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en/h2020-section/fet-flagships
http://www.artificialbrains.com/darpa-synapse-program
https://www.datacenterdynamics.com/news/us-air-force-ibm-unveil-worlds-largest-neuromorphic-digital-synaptic-supercomputer/
https://www.nextgov.com/emerging-tech/2019/01/darpa-thinks-insect-brains-might-hold-secret-next-gen-ai/154040/
http://apt.cs.manchester.ac.uk/projects/SpiNNaker/project/


Neuromorphic Computing
& Biomimetic AI
Hardware seems to be the subcategory inside Neuromorphic Computing 
poised for disruption and with higher impact. It’s experiencing a bigger 
growth than the field in general. 

Number of records in Neuromorphic Computing [1] 

Number of records in Neuromorphic Computing Hardware [2] 

[1] Source Linknovate: http://bit.ly/linknovate_neurom
[2] Source Linknovate: http://bit.ly/neurom_hardware
[3] Source Linknovate: http://bit.ly/neurom_grants

DARPA Biomimetic 
AI DARPA Thinks Insect Brains Might Hold the Secret to 
Next-Gen AI +info

Intel, South Korean SK Hynix, IBM, Brainchip (US-AU based exclusively dedicated company 
to neuromorphic computing) and other companies seem to lead the activitiy in the field. In 
public funding IBM and U Zürich,  U Manchester (highlighted in front page), French CEA, 
and Italian CNR have attracted the most grants.

<<NC could give unmanned aircraft or robotic ground systems a more refined perception 
of the environment (…) Heavy batteries to power mobile devices, sensors, radios and 
other electronic equipment. Air vehicles also have very limited power budgets due to the 
impact of weight. >>

Gill Pratt, DARPA program manager

Most active organisations in Neuromorphic Computing [1] 

Most active organisations in Neuromorphic Computing in terms of EU public funding [3] 

http://bit.ly/linknovate_neurom
http://bit.ly/neurom_hardware
http://bit.ly/neurom_grants
https://www.defenseone.com/technology/2019/01/darpa-thinks-insect-brains-might-hold-secret-next-gen-ai/154068/
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